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PRICE DETAILS

Recork flooring starts from £80 (incl. VAT) per square metre.
Additional costs and further details on installation can be found on the website.

 
PRESS CONTACT

To request further information, high-res images, expert comment, Q&A features, or if you’d 
like to request an item for shoot, please contact:

Alex Newell at In The White Room
alexandra@inthewhiteroom.com

01892 511 867

Good for you, good for the planet. New brand Recork® has reinvented the humble cork flooring 
and brought it into the 21st century. Not only is cork the natural flooring choice that benefits the 

planet by tackling climate change head on, it also has a number of incredible health and wellbeing 
benefits to be enjoyed. 

THE HEALTH & WELLBEING BENEFITS 
OF CORK FLOORING

If properly looked after, cork flooring can last decades. Designed to be extremely tough, Recork’s® 
innovative surface finish delivers outstanding performance and durability, protecting the cork floor 
from the rigours of modern life. After the floor is laid, the HFX finish is ultra matt, extremely scratch 

resistant and provides outstanding wear and chemical resistance. 

Unlike wood floors, cork’s exceptional elasticity and compressibility allows the flooring to adapt to 
pressure from heavy foot traffic and bounce back from impacts without suffering damage, recovering 

to its original shape.

LONG-TERM PERFORMANCE

Recork’s® exceptional insulation properties come from its unique honeycomb structure, with 
millions of air-filled cells. Thermal insulation means the floor feels warm, without the need for 
underfloor heating, while acoustic insulation allows sound to be absorbed, creating a tranquil 

environment that promotes productivity and concentration. Cork creates an extremely effective 
sound buffer as 68% of walking sound in a room is absorbed by Recork® flooring.

THERMAL & NOISE INSULATION

Cork is not only soft underfoot but it also improves health through purer, cleaner air. As cork 
flooring doesn’t shed any microfibres, it means it is naturally antimicrobial and hypoallergenic 
and therefore doesn’t harbour dust. Recork® emits exceptionally low levels of volatile organic 

compounds (VOCs) and is third-party certified for air quality, with accreditations including TUV 
Proficert Premium, Blue Angel and GEV Emicode EC1 Plus.

CLEANER AIR

Delivering incredible comfort, Recork’s® elasticity reduces the heel strike impact 
and related body tension associated with hard floors, while being non-slip and 
providing sufficient stability to reduce physical strain and prevent body fatigue.

INCREASED WALKING COMFORT
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